
9 steps formulaic approach tied to:
-  Degree of culpability
-  Harm potential and seriousness
-  Corporate turnover
-  Proportionality principle
-  Totality principle   
-  Aggravating factors
-  Mitigating factors.

Six ways to reduce 
seriousness or 

reflecting mitigation:

No previous convictions 
or no relevant / 
recent convictions

Evidence of steps
taken voluntarily 
to remedy problem

Good health 
and safety records

High level of co-operation 
with the investigation, 
beyond that which will 
always be expected

Self-reporting,
co-operation and 
acceptance of responsibility

Effective health 
and safety 
procedure in place

Likely to significantly increase:

Level of fines
for businesses

Length of custodial 
sentence for Directors 
and Officers

IN HEALTH & SAFETY ENFORCEMENT

MOST FUNDAMENTAL CHANGE

Compensation and ancillary orders will also be considered 

weeks minimum imprisonment for 
 careless individuals whose acts or 
omissions could result in death.26

Up to £20M
fine for
Corporate
Manslaughter
against large organisations
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AIG Casualty Risk Consulting (UK)

Health & Safety Sentencing 2016: Are you prepared?
AIG Casualty Risk consulting is at the forefront of our Casualty Insurance focus: “Bring on Healthier, more Prosperous Lives by Keeping Businesses, Workers, 
Drivers and Patients Safer”. From the 1 February 2016 in England and Wales – New Sentencing Guidelines come into force. As insurers’ liability for fines and 
penalties varies depending on provisions of public law and insurance contracts’ language, our team of consultants can help your business prevent accidents 
and offences in the first place, stay away from potentially uninsured heavy consequences and reduce the total cost of your liability risks as an employer  
or a director.   
 

For more information click here to read our New Sentencing Guidelines in association with Plexus Law and here to learn more about AIG Casualty Risk Consulting.


